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HI-SCAN 6040i & 6040-2is Walk Through Metal Detector IONSCAN 600 HI-SCAN 5030si

Generate highly detailed and 
easily interpreted X-ray images

Systems offer a background 
contrast function that aids in 
the recognition of objects on 
the screen

Easy to deploy and operate 
dual-view version provides two 
alternate views to reduce the 
need to reposition and scan 
items multiple times

Walk through metal detectors 
(WTMD) enable rapid 
throughput while detecting 
metallic objects quickly and 
effectively

Intercept firearms, knives, and 
other weapons with ferrous and 
non-ferrous metal components

Easily assembled and 
dismantled; ideal for rapid 
deployment at temporary 
checkpoints 

Intercept unseen narcotics and 
explosives at points of entry

Swab surfaces of belongings, 
hands and clothing to rapidly 
screen people and flag for 
further search

Due to size and weight, 
temporary checkpoints can be 
set up quickly and easily

Capture X-ray images revealing 
the contents of backpacks, 
handbags, and other personal 
belongings

Lightweight and compact 
size enables mobility through 
doorways, elevators and tight 
spaces

Gives facilities the flexibility to 
conduct screening at various 
checkpoints, or at random 
locations
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HI-SCAN 100100v and 100100v-2is

Reliable and easy to operate

Screens crates and luggage up to 
39”x39” in size

HI-MAT Plus technology provides 
advanced material discrimination

Low conveyor height for easy 
loading

Dual-view version provides two 
alternate views to reduce the 
need to reposition and scan items 
multiple times

HI-SCAN 5030si IONSCAN 600

Conducts fast scans to expedite 
mail inspection

Aptly sized tunnel can 
accommodate various size 
parcels, packages and boxes

Comes in a smaller overall 
footprint to provide mobility 
inside a property or its perimeter 
as needs evolve

Easy to operate and use

Expedites mail screening by 
enabling multiple packages to 
be screened simultaneously

Due to size and weight, set-up 
temporary checkpoints as 
needed

Detect, identify, and contain 
hazards before they are 
handled and distributed by 
employees

IONSCAN 600

Analyze the surfaces of parcels, 
freight, and packages to detect 
the presence of explosives and 
narcotics before allowing them 
into your facility

Portable and lightweight for 
movement between buildings and 
loading dock areas

On-board batteries allow for 
seamless operation when 
removed from its power source

For more information, please call +1 410-612-2625 or e-mail: usa@smiths-detection.com

www.smithsdetection.com


